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Other Headlines 
GE Healthcare 
Announces FDA 
Clearance of 
CARESCAPE 
Monitor B650 
Patient Monitor 
CARESCAPE 
Monitor B650 
Supports Efficient 
Clinical Decision-
Making with 
Enhanced Data 
Integration; Key 
Component of 
Enterprise-Wide 
Patient Monitoring 
Platform  

MICROLINE 
SURGICAL 
LAUNCHES 
LAPFINGER FINGER 
ACTIVATED 
LAPAROSCOPIC 
INSTRUMENT 
Microline's latest 
reposable 
technology mimics 
movements of the 
human index 
finger, providing 
precision, safety 
and versatility in 
laparoscopic 
procedures 

California Medical 
Instrumentation 
Association, CMIA 
Announces New 
Orange County 
CMIA Chapter 
The CMIA State 
Board met last 
August with the 7 
Chapter board 
members forging 
ahead with a new 
CMIA Chapter.  

Quantros 
Accelerates Growth 
Trajectory with 
Strategic 
Investment from 
Francisco Partners 
Capital investment 
and industry insight 
to fuel continued 
growth and build on 
market leadership 
position 

NIMS' Exer-Rest 
Medical Device 
Provides "Passive 
Exercise" to Aid 
Patients with 
Circulatory Health 
Concerns 
Patented 
Technology Backed 
by Over 30 Peer-
Reviewed Scientific 
Studies  
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FDA classifies Medtronic's surgical 
device as a Class I recall The 
watchdog agency pushed the 
company's Octopus Nuvo Tissue 
Stabilizer into the most potentially 
hazardous recall category.  

Breakthrough implants 'reawaken' 
blind eyes Results of the first clinical 
trial using subretinal implants in 
humans show that a 'blind retina can 
be reawakened.'  

MRI could help clock time of 
stroke MRI scans could help doctors 
know if it's safe to administer a 
stroke-fighting drug, according to a 
new study.  

HHS grants heat up the health IT 
race The agency plans to reward 
states' IT models for health insurance 
exchanges.  

McKesson to buy U.S. Oncology in 
$2.16B deal McKesson expands 
cancer offerings with deal.  

GE buys Israeli maker of nuclear 
medicine detectors GE is buying 
Orbotech Medical Solutions, maker of 
CZT detectors used in GE's Alcyone 
technology for nuclear cardiology.  

Radiotracer research reveals 
uniquely human brain 
organization PET scans reveal the 
way female hormones are 
concentrated in the brain might be 
unique to humans.  

AMA warns of 'catastrophe' if 
Medicare pay cuts not repealed 
Doctors lobby against 30 percent 
Medicare pay cut.  

Hospital IT employee goes to 
prison for identity theft More than 
300 hospital staffers were victims of 
the fraudulent scheme.  

Philips, GE go Russian with locally 
built CT scanners American OEMs 
hope to break into billion-dollar 
Russian imaging market with 
domestically made equipment.  
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GOP wins could mean health reform 
shake-up 
November 03, 2010 

by Brendon Nafziger, Writer 

With Republicans capturing the House in 

Tuesday's elections, the Obama 

administration's health reform law is on their 

radar, but experts say shooting it down could 

be tough.  

 

Although GOP leaders have pledged they'll try to repeal "Obamacare," the 

Democratic control of the Senate and the threat of Obama's veto make it 

unlikely they could outright undo the legislation, experts say.  
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Still, the GOP could throw up various roadblocks, try to overturn 

unpopular aspects of the bill and even haul senior health officials over the 

coals. Rep. Joe Barton, a Texas Republican campaigning to chair the 

House Energy and Commerce Committee next year, has vowed to bring 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services boss Donald Berwick and 

Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius to Capitol Hill for 

hearings, Kaiser Health News reports.  

 

"Every time there's some bad news about the law, they can hold hearings 

on it, and drag officials to Capitol Hill and read them the riot act," Michael 

Cannon, director of health policy studies at the libertarian Cato Institute, 

told CNN. "They can make the health care law even more unpopular than 

it already is."  

 

Plus, with Republicans having picked up at least 10 governorships, some 

could join the 21 states involved in ongoing lawsuits against the 

legislation. Sam Brownback, a U.S. senator who won the Kansas 

gubernatorial race, has vowed to attack the law he calls an 

"abomination."  

 

"If the Republican governors were to get together and say 'we're going to 

derail this train,' they could do much more to reverse the national health 

[law] than an effort to repeal it in Congress," Ross Baker, a political 

science professor at Rutgers University, told Kaiser Health News. "The 

governors could, without defying federal law, simply implement it 

inefficiently, throw sand in the gears."  

 

As for likely targets on the bill, Republicans could go after a revenue-

generating provision that requires companies to report to the Internal 

Revenue Service all purchases of more than $600, which many small 

businesses find burdensome. The GOP would also likely set its sights on 

the individual mandate, requiring all Americans to buy health insurance, 

although many experts say with Obama's veto they're unlikely to 

overturn it.  

 

The GOP also could try to axe a tax on medical device companies included 

in the health reform bill. Californian Republican Rep. Brian Bilbray, who 

introduced the Medical Device Tax Repeal Bill, H.R. 5615 this summer, 

hopes to kill the $20 billion tax on medical device companies over the 

next decade.  
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